
MB-600 
Full option high-end production matte box.  The MB-600 6,6 x 6,6 matte box is a revo-
lutionary matte box with a modular design. Due to the modular design any combina-
tion is possible! Patented internal eyebrows and optional tilted filter for maximum lens 
flare reduction.

MB-600 single rotatable filter stage
This filter stage attaches to the front unit or other filter stages through the mushroom 
connections found on each module. It allows the use of a single filter frame which can 
be fully rotated and features a filter frame and rotation lock.
It is possible to stack multiple filter stages to increase the ammount of usable filters. 
0620-0311

MB-600 front unit
This fibre reinforced hood features internal eyebrows, side and top flag hinges, and an 
accessory compartment in the front of the hood.
0620-0101

MB-600 double rotatable filter stage
This filter stage attaches to the front unit or other filter stages through the mushroom 
connections found on each module. It allows the use of two filter frames which can be 
fully rotated together and features a filter frame and rotation lock.
It is possible to stack multiple filter stages to increase the ammount of usable filters. 
0620-0312

MB-600 rear plate 165 mm
The MB-600 rear plate is compatible with the Vocas 165 mm adapter rings and also 
some other brand’s adapter rings of the same size. It’s mounted after the last filter 
stage. 0620-0201

Bars adapters
To use the MB-600 on 19 mm or 15 mm studio rail systems one of these brackets is 
required.
MB-600 19 mm bars adapter. 0660-0010

MB-600 15 mm studio bars adapter. 0660-0010

Swing away brackets
To use the MB-600 on 19 mm or 15 mm studio rail systems and to enable easy lens 
changes one of these brackets is required.
MB-600 19 mm swing away. 0660-0100

MB-600 15 mm studio swing away. 0660-0105



Ready to use kits:

0600-0612 MB-612 kit. Consists of:

0620-0101 MB-600 front unit

0620-0201 MB-600 rear plate 165 mm

0620-0312 MB-600 double rotatable filter stage

0640-0001 MB-600 filter frame 6,6” x 6,6” (2x)

0660-0010 MB-600 19 mm bars adapter

0600-0611 MB-611 kit. Consists of:

0620-0101 MB-600 front unit

0620-0201 MB-600 rear plate 165 mm

0620-0311 MB-600 single rotatable filter stage

0640-0001 MB-600 filter frame 6,6” x 6,6”

0660-0010 MB-600 19 mm bars adapter
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See www.vocas.com/where-to-buy for your local reseller.

Your reseller:PO Box 191, 1200 AD,  Hilversum, Netherlands.
Tel.: +31 35-6233707, Fax: +31 35-6233997
E-mail: info@vocas.com, Web: www.vocas.com

Vocas products are made in Holland.

0600-0623 MB-623 kit. Consists of:

0620-0101 MB-600 front unit

0620-0201 MB-600 rear plate 165 mm

0620-0311 MB-600 single rotatable filter stage

0620-0312 MB-600 double rotatable filter stage

0640-0001 MB-600 filter frame 6,6” x 6,6” (3x)

0660-0100 MB-600 19 mm swing away

0630-0001 MB-600 donut adapter ring

0440-0001 Side flag kit for MB-455

MB-600 adapter rings
MB-600 165 mm to 143 step-down ring
This is a step-down ring to the the Vocas 143 mm adapter ring system, and some 
other brand’s 143 mm adapter ring systems. 0630-0010

MB-600 donut adapter ring
Ring with exchangeable soft rubber donut rings. Required if the matte box is used on 
a rail support to fill the gap between the rear othe matte box and the front of the lens. 
Includes 4 sizes soft rubber donut rings, 124/105/85/75 mm. 0630-0001

Filter frames
MB-600 Filter frame 6,6”x 6,6”. 0640-0001

MB-600 Filter frame 6,6”x 5,65” / 4”x 5,65”vertical. 0640-0002

MB-600 Filter frame 4”x 5,65”/ 4”x 4”. 0640-0004

Hood accessories
MB-600 hood mask/matte
This mask offer additional lens flare protection for non wide-angle lenses. 0470-0001

MB-600 hood additional Panavision filter stage 
This filter holder can hold a Panavision size filter. 0410-0004

MB-600 hood tilted filter holder for a Panavision filter
This Panavision filter holder is fixed tilted for optimal reduction or even elimination of 
reflection between filters or the lens front. 0410-0015 


